
Whiteley Primary School - Pupil premium strategy statement  

Current attainment 

  
Pupils eligible for 
PP (WPS) – inc. 

FSM, service,LAC 

All pupils 
(WPS) 

Pupils eligible for PP 
(National) 

All pupils 
(national av-

erage) 

% at expected standard for reading at end of KS2 58%  83%  59% 71% 

% at expected standard for writing at end of KS2 33%  83%  65% 76% 

% at expected standard for maths at end of KS2 58%  83%  63% 75% 

% at expected standard for GAPS at end of KS2 42%  77%  66% 77% 

% achieving expected standard in reading, writing & maths at end of KS2  30% 74% 47% 61% 

Summary information 

School Whiteley Primary School 

Academic Year 2017-18 Total PP budget £68,400 Date of most recent PP Review July 17 

Total number of pupils 630 Number of pupils eligible for PP  49 Date for next internal review of this strategy July 18 

Barriers to future attainment (for pupils eligible for PP) 

In-school barriers 

A. A significant proportion of YR pupils (including PP pupils) entering school at risk of falling behind in the areas of Listening and Attention, which impacts on their progress across the 

curriculum. 

B. 

  

Social communication or behavioural difficulties for  a small group of PP pupils has a detrimental effect on their academic progress and can impact that of their peers. 

C. Data for current PP pupils shows that just over 50% of pupils are currently below ARE in one or more core curriculum areas, and whilst they may be making progress in line with 

their starting points, additional support is required to support them closing the gaps with their peers. 

External barriers 

D. External factors such as parenting skills, lower aspirations, lower attendance and mental health issues affect engagement with school and progress for some PP pupils. 

E. Service family pupils affected emotionally by a parent away which can affect concentration and progress. 



Desired outcomes (Desired outcomes and how they will be measured) Success criteria 

A. Improve communication and language skills for pupils eligible for PP in Reception/Y1 classes. 

  

Pupils eligible for PP in Reception class make rapid progress by the end of the 

year so that pupils eligible for PP meet age related expectations. Any pupils in 

Y1 who did not gain ELG for listening and attention are supported in achieving 

this by Dec of Y1. 

B. 

  

Improve behaviour of identified PP pupils to minimise impact on their learning and that of their 

peers. 

Fewer behaviour incidents of these pupils as recorded through exclusions, RPI 

records, blue/red card incidents. 

C. PP pupils are supported in closing the gap with their peers, to increase the number working at 

ARE by the end of the year. 

By July 2018, a greater number of pupils eligible for PP are working at ARE as 

shown through teacher assessments/NFER tests. Standardised scores show 

that pupils in KS2 are making accelerated progress. 

 D. PP pupils are provided with timely and effective pastoral support in school to address external 

barriers to learning, to minimise impact of attendance, parenting skills and mental health issues 

on progress and engagement, and to raise aspirations. 

Increased attendance figures for PP pupils. PP who access pastoral support are 

shown to be making appropriate progress in comparison to their peers. 



Planned expenditure 

Academic year 2017-18 

The three headings below enable schools to demonstrate how they are using the Pupil Premium to improve classroom pedagogy, provide targeted support and support 

whole school strategies 

i.  Quality of teaching for all 

Desired outcome Chosen action / approach What is the evidence and 

rationale for this choice? 

How will you ensure it is imple-

mented well? 

Staff lead When will you 

review imple-

mentation? 

PP pupils are support-

ed in closing the gap 

with their peers, to in-

crease the number 

working at ARE by the 

end of the year. 

Continue whole school focus on pupils 

who are ‘close to’ ARE. This will include 

Pupil progress meeting focus on this group 

Planned interventions, adapted for pupil 

needs 

Provision of regular ‘catch up time’ linked 

to marking policy 

Use of lesson study approach to support 

teachers in identify the best ways to sup-

port pupils who are not yet at ARE. 

SLT members to have additional non-

contact time this year – part of this time to 

be spent in classrooms to ensure imple-

mentation of school priorities. 

TDT states that lesson study is 

a proven way to have impact on 

progress and it is advocated by 

the NCSL. 

After a two years of implement-

ing the new curriculum and as-

sessment systems, there is a 

continued need to look at how 

we can support children in 

‘catching up’ who have not ben-

efitted from the new curriculum 

since Y1 and therefore have 

gaps in their learning. 

Focus for pupil progress meetings. 

Phase leaders to keep focus on this 

group during PPA. 

Lead teacher for lesson study provid-

ed with regular non-contact time to 

facilitate this approach in other year 

groups. 

Quality time provided for lesson 

study approach so that teachers see 

that it is valued. 

LP 

AG 

BS 

Each phase 

through pupil pro-

gress meetings. 

Develop approach to planning in English 

to ensure that GAPS objectives are taught 

as part of writing units, and that the learn-

ing journey in English supports quality 

writing outcomes. This will include – 

INSET from HIAS English advisor on the 

writing, including use of drafting and edit-

ing, and how to use quality texts as stimu-

lus. 

Work sampling by English team 

with HIAS member showed that 

some year groups do not have a 

coherent approach to teaching 

of grammar which supports use 

of these objectives within the 

writing journey. 

GAPs test results show that 

spelling is a relative weakness. 

Regular subject team monitoring. 

Lesson observations of year groups 

to check on consistency of approach. 

Regular staff meeting input from Eng-

lish team. 

Support for specific year groups for 

planning from English team as ap-

propriate. 

English team to attend core provision 

training to support their role. 

LP 

SC 

Termly – work 

sampling. 



 Specific training for TAs/LSAs – good to 

outstanding – focussing on how to work 

most effectively to scaffold learning for chil-

dren 

3 ½ days of INSET from school improvement 

partner 

Paired approach in school to facilitate sharing 

of good practice 

Visits to other settings 

Regular training meetings to support continued 

skill development 

Involvement of class teachers regarding how to 

make best use of their TAs in class. 

  

DISS project showed that TAs 

can have a negative impact on 

pupil progress. The school was 

involved in the follow up study 

with the IoE which developed the 

effective use of teaching assis-

tants and showed that this de-

pended on effective deployment, 

preparedness and training of 

TAs. 

Phase leader monitoring of use of 

TAs by class teachers. 

Line management of TAs/

performance management process to 

include objective linked to the training. 

Regular updates with TAs and teach-

ers to ensure that key messages of 

training are implemented. 

Classroom observations of TAs by 

SLT/line managers. 

VS Termly 

Improve communication 

and language skills for 

pupils eligible for PP in 

Reception/Y1 classes. 

  

Continued use of the ‘Keep on Talk-

ing’ (KOT) project initiatives, including 

sending staff on twilight training, in-house 

updates for staff from lead teacher for KOT, 

open sessions for YR parents with a focus 

on language and communication, in-house 

training for LSAs for language interven-

tions. 

The KOT project has been 

shown to be effective in Hamp-

shire in supporting pupils who 

enter school at risk of falling be-

hind in language and communi-

cation. We want to ensure that 

lessons learnt from being in-

volved in the project in the past 

continue to be implemented and 

that we further the involvement 

of parents. 

Part of YR/1 phase action plan. 

YR teachers to remain in touch with 

county KOT project groups. 

Teacher who lead KOT project in 

school to remain key staff lead for 

KOT. 

LSA time allocated to ensure that 

quality time is provided for speaking 

and listening groups in YR/1. 

CM 

SH 

Summer Term 

Develop the use of ‘challenge’ within the 

YR classrooms to ensure that learning op-

portunities are maximised within child initi-

ated learning. This will include 

2 x support sessions from EYFS advisory teach-

er to help the team develop their planning 

Schedule 3 x weekly meetings of teachers to 

focus on small number of pupils and consider 

how provision can develop during the week 

Introduction of question cards to support all 

adults in knowing how to get the most out of 

enhanced areas in the EYFS base. 

Report from County advisor for 

EYFS identified challenge as an 

issue for YR and gave specific 

development points to be worked 

on. 

Very few children were 

‘exceeding’ in any areas of the 

EYFSP at the end of the year in 

2017. Proportion achieving GLD 

lower than in previous year. 

Dedicated time for EYFS phase lead-

er every fortnight for monitoring. 

Termly reports to curriculum commit-

tee of governors. 

  

LP 

SH 

After each 

phase 

Total budgeted cost 12,000 



Ii.  Targeted support 

Desired outcome Chosen action / approach What is the evidence and 

rationale for this choice? 

How will you ensure it is imple-

mented well? 

Staff lead When will you 

review imple-

mentation? 

Improve behaviour of 

identified PP pupils to 

minimise impact on 

their learning and that 

of their peers. 

Consistent 1:1 support provided for individual 

pupils at key times (transition/meet and 

greet/core sessions) to ensure implementa-

tion of routines, visual timetables, prepara-

tion for transition and support for group inter-

action. 2 x 0.5 FTE LSAs employed to work 

with specific pupil. 

Difficulties with behaviour affect 

concentration and focus, and 

have a negative impact on the 

individual’s progress as well as 

their peers. Consistent support to 

avoid peaks in behaviour help to 

ensure that learning time is max-

imised for the individuals and 

those around them. 

LSAs to work closely with class teach-

ers and TAs to help support consisten-

cy. Focus on developing individual re-

silience and independence so that they 

don’t become over-reliant on adult sup-

port. Reviewed through SENSA re-

views. 

VS Termly 

Improve communica-

tion and language skills 

for pupils eligible for PP 

in Reception/Y1 clas-

ses. 

  

Employment of 1 x 0.5 FTE LSA to focus on 

language and communication group work in 

YR/1, trained in how to deliver Nursery Nar-

rative and Time to Talk interventions. 

Screening of targeted pupils in YR carried 

out by TA specialised in speech and lan-

guage programmes. 

Linked to involvement in KOT 

project – programmes shown to 

be effective in helping pupils to 

meet ELGs for language and 

communication. EEF toolkit sug-

gests that oral language interven-

tions can be effective, particularly 

in the early years. 

Groupings overseen by YR/1 phase 

leader and Inclusion Manager. 

Impact measured through FSP pro-

gress. Pupils identified through use of 

Language Links screening programme. 

VS 

SH 

Termly 

PP pupils are support-

ed in closing the gap 

with their peers, to in-

crease the number 

working at ARE by the 

end of the year. 

Use of specific reading intervention proven to 

help pupils who don’t learn phonetically (inc. 

PP pupils). Training for new staff plus time to 

carry out interventions 3 x per week. 

Not all children are able to learn 

phonetically – the literacy toolkit is 

designed to work alongside phon-

ics programmes to support chil-

dren with reading for whom phon-

ics alone is not working. 

Overseen Inclusion manager and YR/1 

phase leader. Careful targeting of chil-

dren. Review through progress meet-

ings. 

VS 

SH 

Termly 

Additional experienced Y6 teacher (maths 

specialist) to be available 0.2 FTE to allow 

provide focussed teaching for groups of Y6 

pupils including those working at greater 

depth and those at risk of falling behind. For 

12 weeks, this work to be increased to 0.4 

FTE to support those who are below ARE. A 

similar approach to be used in Y5 with a 0.1 

FTE experienced teacher to work with pupils 

at greater depth in maths, allowing class 

teachers to focus on those pupils who need 

additional support to be secure. 

Smaller group teaching enables 

teachers to give high quality feed-

back which EEF Toolkit suggests 

is an effective way to improve 

attainment. 

Monitor teaching, learning and plan-

ning. 

Pupil outcomes. 

AG 

SC 

July 2018 



 Identify named teachers as learning 

mentors for PP pupils who are not 

SEN, but who are at risk of not meet-

ing ARE. Regular meetings with their 

mentor to discuss targets, raise aspi-

rations, give feedback and provide 

support and motivation to achieve. 

Where appropriate, time given to the 

class teacher to ensure continuity of 

feedback. 

EEF Toolkit states that quality 

feedback can have a high impact 

on pupil progress. We have identi-

fied a number of PP pupils do not 

have a positive role model for 

learning at home (lack of reading, 

homework support, aspirations). 

Overseen by IM with discus-

sions taking place each term 

to ensure focus is appropriate. 

VS   

Introduce reading mentors for PP 

pupils not at ARE for reading from the 

Autumn term – reading sessions at 

least 2x weekly, supporting pupils 

who do not regularly read at home in 

having regular practice. 

EEF Toolkit states that peer tutor-

ing can have a moderate impact 

for low cost.  We have identified a 

number of PP pupils do not have 

a positive role model for learning 

at home (lack of reading, home-

work support, aspirations). 

Overseen by IM. Reading ag-

es assessed before and dur-

ing year to assess progress. 

VS   

Additional experienced upper school 

teacher to be available 0.1 FTE to 

allow focussed teaching for groups of 

Y4/Y5 pupils who are below ARE for 

English to support them in developing 

word reading skills alongside specific 

development of comprehension skills, 

linked to their needs, and to support 

them in their writing development. 

  

  

  

Smaller group teaching enables 

teachers to give high quality feed-

back which EEF Toolkit suggests 

is an effective way to improve 

attainment. 

Monitor teaching, learning and 

planning. 

Pupil outcomes. 

AG 

PE 

July 2018 

Total budgeted cost £30,000 



Iii.  Other approaches 

Desired outcome Chosen action / approach What is the evidence and ra-

tionale for this choice? 

How will you ensure it is 

implemented well? 

Staff lead When will you review im-

plementation? 

PP pupils are provided 

with timely and effective 

pastoral support in 

school to address exter-

nal barriers to learning, 

to minimise impact of 

attendance, parenting 

skills and mental health 

issues on progress and 

engagement. 

Continue the development of a pas-

toral support team in school. On-

going training to ensure that staff 

remain up to date and able to deploy 

new methods.  

Implementation of specific pro-

grammes including FEIPS and Art & 

drawing therapy.  

 

The EEF Toolkit suggests that tar-

geted interventions matched to spe-

cific students with particular needs 

or behavioural issues can be effec-

tive. 

 

Monitored through link gover-

nor/curriculum committee re-

ports. 

Overseen by inclusion manag-

er. Half termly meetings with 

team. Impact statements for 

each series of sessions. 

VS Termly 

Allocated time for ELSA to develop 

role further as home-school link 

worker, with a particular focus on 

improving attendance of PP pupils. 

Poor attendance impacts on pro-

gress – home-school link worker to 

focus on improving attendance and 

punctuality for PP pupils. 

Termly attendance monitoring 

with HT 

LP Termly 

Work towards becoming an 

‘attachment friendly school. Inclu-

sion manager to attend 4.5days 

training. Cascade to staff 

Significant number of LAC/adopted 

pupils in school with attachment 

difficulties which effect mental 

health and well-being. Training ad-

vocated by county ‘virtual HT’ for 

LAC. 

Part of school improvement 

plan—overseen by inclusion 

manager and link governor. 

VS Summer term 

Inclusion Manager + ELSA to pro-

vide nurture groups 4 afternoons per 

week – 1 x KS1 group twice a week, 

2 x KS2 groups for once a week, 

including PP pupils. 

Inclusion manager to offer weekly 

drop-in sessions for Young Carers 

(some of whom are also FSM). 

The EEF Toolkit suggests that tar-

geted interventions matched to spe-

cific students with particular needs 

or behavioural issues can be effec-

tive. 

  

  

Gov link visit. 

Monitoring of quality of T&L 

VS Termly 

Support groups specific for service 

families – including Friday Forces 

Lunch, ‘Skype’ conversations, par-

ent drop in sessions. 

At times, pupils from service fami-

lies need additional pastoral support 

when a parent is absent due to de-

ployment. 

Gov link. VS Summer term 



Continuation of reading challenge 

and incentives in Y1-Y3 to encour-

age children to read aloud at home. 

Introduce extended challenge for 

Y4 pupils. 

Reading progress in KS1 was improved 

last year due to introduction of the chal-

lenge. Very well received by parents and 

enabled us to target those who were not 

reading regularly at home to complete 

the challenge. . 

High profile in assemblies/

newsletters/classrooms. Term-

ly feedback regarding impact 

from class teachers. 

LP Summer term PP pupils are supported 

in closing the gap with 

their peers, to increase 

the number working at 

ARE by the end of the 

year  
Subsidies for FSM pupils to under-

take music tuition, school clubs and 

residential trips 

Important for PP pupils to have ac-

cess to the same opportunities as 

their peers. 

Overseen by inclusion manag-

er 
VS Summer term 

All outcomes 

Provide dedicated time for inclusion 

manager to ensure that the actions 

above are monitored, supported, 

and directed/targeted  appropriately 

and that teachers are well equipped 

to meet the needs of PP within their 

class through mentoring, training 

and support. 

  

As part of her time, she will also be 

running Friday Forces lunch for 

service families, facilitating support 

for service pupils such as ‘Skype’ 

with absent parents, and ensuring 

that we can be responsive to the 

needs of PP pupils as they arise. 

We want to ensure that the numer-

ous strategies and interventions put 

in place are monitored well and that 

teachers are provided with the sup-

port in how best to help their learn-

ers – this requires dedicated time 

from a member of the SLT and with-

out a class commitment, the inclu-

sion manager can be an advocate 

for all PP children. 

Link governor and report to 

curriculum committee. 

Regular meetings with SLT. 

Data analysis of PP pupils, 

along with other vulnerable 

groups. 

LP Summer term 

Total budgeted cost £29,000 



Review of expenditure 

Previous Academic Year 2016-17 

Quality of teaching for all 

Desired out-

come 

Chosen action / approach Estimated impact: Did you meet the 

success criteria? Include impact on pupils 

not eligible for PP, if appropriate. 

Lessons learned 
(and whether you will continue with this approach) 

Cost 

PP pupils are 

supported in clos-

ing the gap with 

their peers, to 

increase the 

number working 

at ARE by the 

end of the year. 

Whole school focus on pupils who are ‘close to’ 

ARE, with teachers engaging in specific training 

and action research methods to explore ways in 

which to help children close the gap with their 

peers. This will include: 

- member of SLT involved in facilitating the 

‘lesson study’ programme through the Pioneer 

Alliance, then initiating and leading this ap-

proach with year groups in school. 

- 3 teachers from across the school attending 

training ‘cracking the close-tos’ with a focus on 

metacognition and ways in which to help chil-

dren learn. 

- performance management objective for all 

teachers focussed on selected pupils who need 

to catch up with their peers. 

 -increased attention by all class teach-

ers on pupils who need catch up strate-

gies. 

 increased proportion of all pupils meet-

ing ARE at the end of Y6 

 Impact not seen through Y6 results—a 

number of children new to the year 

group who were PP pupils who made 

good progress with us but did not make 

it to ARE. 

 

Continue this approach as there is need to work with 

‘close-to’ pupils earlier in the primary years to help en-

sure that the gap at the end of Y6 with their peers has 

been narrowed. 

‘Cracking the close –to’ course was not as successful 

as hoped—in-school work was more useful as the con-

tent of the course was at too lowe a level for the experi-

enced teachers who attended.  

More closer focus needed on PP pupils during progress 

meetings. 

£11,000 

Improve commu-

nication and lan-

guage skills for 

pupils eligible for 

PP in Reception/

Y1 classes. 

  

Continued use of the ‘Keep on Talking’ (KOT) 

project initiatives, including sending staff on twi-

light training, in-house updates for staff from 

lead teacher for KOT, open sessions for YR 

parents with a focus on language and communi-

cation, in-house training for LSAs for language 

interventions. 

  Pupils in small focussed groups were 

shown to have more confidence speak-

ing in larger groups.  

 Parent open session raised parents’ 

awareness of age related expectations 

and prompted further questions from 

parents about how to develop skills at 

home. 

 However, 13% of the cohort were still 

‘emerging’ in CLL at end of year. 

 Continue this approach but ensure that all new staff 

plus those who need refresher have input at early staff 

meeting and ensure that the KOT principles become 

part of daily classroom practice, not just planned for 

small group work. 



Targeted support 

Desired out-

come 

Chosen action / approach Estimated impact: Did you meet the 

success criteria? Include impact on pupils 

not eligible for PP, if appropriate. 

Lessons learned 
(and whether you will continue with this approach) 

Cost 

Improve behav-

iour of identified 

PP pupils to mini-

mise impact on 

their learning and 

that of their 

peers. 

Consistent 1:1 support provided for individual 

pupils at key times (transition/meet and greet/

core sessions) to ensure implementation of rou-

tines, visual timetables, preparation for transition 

and support for group interaction. 3 x 0.5 FTE 

LSAs employed to work with specific pupils. 

  Consistent support did enable more 

successful integration of one pupil to 

access the curriculum—good progress 

seen, particularly in writing, prior to 

transfer to new school. 

 To continue with one identified pupil. £37,000

   

Improve commu-

nication and lan-

guage skills for 

pupils eligible for 

PP in Reception/

Y1 classes. 

  

Employment of 1 x 0.5 FTE LSA to focus on 

language and communication group work in 

YR/1, trained in how to deliver Nursery Narrative 

and Time to Talk interventions. 

Screening of targeted pupils in YR carried out by 

TA specialised in speech and language pro-

grammes. 

Screening of prioritised pupils by October al-

lowed prioritised and targeted work with indi-

viduals.  

Improved confidence and language skills seen 

in class from those pupils who were give small 

group support—including turn-taking, under-

standing of rules and contributing in a group 

situation. 

Continue this approach, and further develop use of 

programmes as staff member becomes more confident 

and skilled, incorporating latest training. 

Involvement of YR/1 phase leader in a county 

project working with feeder pre-schools and 

trialling strategies across the YR base to im-

prove outcomes for disadvantaged pupils. 

  

The project itself did not meet the desired out-

come, although it did provide useful opportuni-

ties to develop pre-school links. 

Will not be part of the project next year, although will 

continue to develop the pre-school links. 

PP pupils are 

supported in clos-

ing the gap with 

their peers, to 

increase the 

number working 

at ARE by the 

end of the year. 

Introduce specific reading intervention proven to 

help pupils who don’t learn phonetically (inc. PP 

pupils). Training for staff plus time to carry out 

interventions 3 x per week. 

 Data shows majority of Y1 pupils receiving 

literacy toolkit intervention making significant 

progress in reading accuracy, often double 

ratio gain. Impact not as positive for compre-

hension skills over same time period. 

Continue use of programme but supplement with a 

paired learning approach to support comprehension.  

Introduce intervention to Y2.  

Additional experienced Y6 teacher (maths spe-

cialist) to be available 0.2 FTE to allow provide 

focussed teaching for groups of Y6 pupils in-

cluding those working at greater depth and 

those at risk of falling behind. For 12 weeks, this 

work to be increased to 0.4 FTE 

83% of the Y6 cohort achieved the expected 

standard in the end of KS2 SATs for maths – 

significant increase on previous year and well 

above national. 

The more flexible grouping of the enrichment group 

worked particularly well to ensure that the support for 

high attainers was particularly effective and targeted. 

The additional arithmetic sessions support pupils below 

ARE in closing the gap with peers. To continue this 

year, with a review of how the groupings work depend-

ent on the needs of the cohort. 



Other approaches 

Desired out-

come 

Chosen action / approach Estimated impact: Did you meet the 

success criteria? Include impact on pupils 

not eligible for PP, if appropriate. 

Lessons learned 
(and whether you will continue with this approach) 

Cost 

PP pupils are 

provided with 

timely and effec-

tive pastoral sup-

port in school to 

address external 

barriers to learn-

ing, to minimise 

impact of attend-

ance, parenting 

skills and mental 

health issues on 

progress and 

engagement. 

Develop a pastoral support team in school – 

training for Lego therapy, art therapy, FEIPS, 

play therapy, home-school link worker training.  

 Greater number of pupils seen by ELSA over 

the year than previously (35+ chn). More pre-

cise referral system ensured better targeted 

support. Greater range of therapeutic pro-

grammes in use following training. Staff memb 

Due to size of school, and increasing social and emotional 

needs of our pupils, this needs to continue and develop – in 

order for our highly trained ELSA to be able to react more 

quickly to the more complex cases, it has been useful for her 

to have assistants to take on programmes she has planned 

which are more straight forward in the future. Referral systems 

needs to continue to develop to ensure a 2-way communica-

tion between ELSA and class teacher. Further training in 2017

-18 in order to become and attachment friendly school. 

£26,000 

Allocated time for ELSA to develop role further 

as home-school link worker. 

HSLW has developed relationships with a 

number of families which has ensured that 

school is aware of wider needs. Signposting to 

additional agencies and resources.  

To continue. HSLW to set aside weekly time to monitor 

attendance rather than half termly to respond more 

quickly to developing patterns.  

Inclusion Manager + ELSA to provide nurture 

groups 4 afternoons per week – 1 x KS1 group 

twice a week, 2 x KS2 groups for once a week, 

including PP pupils. 

 

 Strengths and difficulty questionnaires show 

that nurture chn have particularly developed in 

the areas of making and maintaining friend-

ships; ability to follow rules; and being able to 

express emotions and talk about why.  

To be continued with  two separate KS2 groups 1x 

weekly  as well as a KS1 group 2 x weekly to allow 

greater number of pupils to be involved. 

Inclusion manager to offer weekly drop-in ses-

sions for Young Carers (some of whom are also 

FSM). 

5 regular attenders of the drop in sessions with 

pupils able to support one another and talk in 

supportive environment. 

To continue  next year. 

Support groups specific for service families – 

including Friday Forces Lunch, ‘Skype’ conver-

sations, parent drop in sessions. 

 Friday forces lunch is popular and chn enjoy 

being able to meet others in their situation.  

To continue next year. 

PP pupils are 

supported in clos-

ing the gap with 

their peers, to 

increase the 

number working 

at ARE by the 

end of the year 

Introduction of reading challenge and incentives 

in Y1-Y3 to encourage children to read aloud at 

home. 

 Parent questionnaire shows lots of positive 

responses—that it has encouraged home 

reading. % of chn meeting expectations at end 

of KS1 in reading has significantly increased 

on 2016.  

 To continue into next year with a new challenge. PP 

pupils who do not regularly read at home to be identi-

fied earlier in the year and paired with ‘reading mentors’ 

in school. 

Subsidies for FSM pupils to undertake music 

tuition, school clubs and residential trips, in addi-

tion to uniform voucher. 

PP pupils have been able to access enrich-

ment opportunities inc. music lessons, ballet, 

residential trips.  

To be continued – relatively small cost in our school but 

which makes a big difference in the confidence of pu-

pils and ensures equality of access. 



All outcomes Provide dedicated time for inclusion manager to 

ensure that the actions above are monitored, 

supported, and directed/targeted  appropriately 

and that teachers are well equipped to meet the 

needs of PP within their class through mentor-

ing, training and support. 

  

As part of her time, she will also be running Fri-

day Forces lunch for service families, facilitating 

support for service pupils such as ‘Skype’ with 

absent parents, and ensuring that we can be 

responsive to the needs of PP pupils as they 

arise. 

 Enabled effective monitoring of above inter-

ventions, support for staff and parents, and 

targeting of available resources. 

This to continue – since we have invested in a full time 

inclusion manager, they have been able to provide an 

appropriate focus on all vulnerable groups; support 

teachers, parents, and pupils; ensure that timely inter-

ventions are put into place, including the use of outside 

agencies where needed, helping to ensure that other 

investments through the PP are used appropriately. 

  

Additional detail 

In this section you can annex or refer to additional information which you have used to support the sections above. 

  


